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Abstract

Sandhoff disease (SD) is an autosomal recessive lysosomal storage disease caused by defects in 

the β-subunit of β-N-acetylhexosaminidase (Hex), the enzyme that catabolizes GM2 ganglioside 

(GM2). Hex deficiency causes neuronal storage of GM2 and related glycoconjugates, resulting in 

progressive neurodegeneration and death, typically in infancy. No effective treatment exists for 

human patients. Adeno-associated virus (AAV) gene therapy led to improved clinical outcome and 

survival of SD cats treated before the onset of disease symptoms. Most human patients are 

diagnosed after clinical disease onset, so it is imperative to test AAV gene therapy in symptomatic 

SD cats to provide a realistic indication of therapeutic benefits that can be expected in humans. In 

this study, AAVrh8 vectors injected into the thalamus and deep cerebellar nuclei of symptomatic 

SD cats resulted in widespread central nervous system enzyme distribution, although a substantial 

burden of storage material remained. Cats treated in the early symptomatic phase showed delayed 

disease progression and a significant survival increase versus untreated cats. Treatment was less 

effective when administered later in the disease course, although therapeutic benefit was still 
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possible. Results are encouraging for the treatment of human patients and provide support for the 

development AAV gene therapy for human SD.

Introduction

The GM2 gangliosidoses are recessively inherited lysosomal storage diseases (LSDs) 

characterized by neuronal accumulation of GM2 ganglioside (GM2), progressive 

neurodegeneration, and early death. Lysosomal β-N-acetylhexosaminidase (Hex. EC 

3.2.1.52) cleaves the terminal sugar residue from GM2 ganglioside and related 

glycoconjugates. Catabolism requires the concerted action of three gene products: the Hex 

α-subunit, Hex β-subunit, and the GM2 activator protein (GM2AP). Deficiencies in the gene 

products result in Tay-Sachs disease (TSD), Sandhoff disease (SD), and GM2AP deficiency, 

respectively. The two major Hex isozymes, HexA (αβ) and HexB (ββ), have overlapping 

substrate specificities, but only HexA can cleave charged substrates, such as GM2 

ganglioside. A third isoform, HexS (αα), is unstable and has no appreciable catalytic 

activity in humans1.

GM2 gangliosidosis occurs as three clinical disease forms distinguished by the age of 

symptom onset and progression of clinical symptoms, which is largely determined by the 

residual level of Hex activity2. The most common infantile-onset form is characterized by 

relentless neurodegeneration and premature death, often by age 3-5 years old. Later-onset 

juvenile and adult disease forms have slower progression and a more heterogeneous clinical 

course. Typical symptoms of adult-onset disease include extrapyramidal signs, 

spinocerebellar disease, lower motor neuron disease, and psychosis, but intellect is usually 

preserved. TSD and SD are clinically similar, but SD patients may have subtle peripheral 

manifestations resulting from additional accumulation of neutral substrates due to combined 

HexA and HexB deficiency1.

Several treatment approaches have been tested in humans, including bone marrow 

transplantation3, substrate reduction therapy4-7, and chemical chaperone therapy8, 9, but 

there remains no effective treatment. As Hex deficiency globally affects the CNS, treatment 

strategies must target widespread areas of the brain and spinal cord. Adeno-associated virus 

(AAV) gene therapy has the potential to generate a permanent source of Hex in the CNS. 

Following transduction, a proportion of lysosomal enzyme can be secreted and “cross-

correct” neighboring cells9, 10. In addition to local diffusion11, enzyme is more widely 

distributed by axonal transport12-14 and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) flow15, 16.

First described in 1977, the feline SD model (β-subunit deficient) is highly analogous to the 

human infantile-onset disease form and provides an ideal large animal model to test 

therapies for translation to humans. A naturally occurring mutation results in <0.01 fold 

normal CNS Hex activity, neuronal GM2 storage, and progressive neurodegeneration with 

death at 4.4 months old17, 18, 19. AAV gene therapy in pre-symptomatic SD murine and 

feline models demonstrated widespread CNS Hex distribution resulting in significant gains 

in clinical function and lifespan15, 20, 21-23. Although the outcome is encouraging, the 

average delay from symptom onset to diagnosis for GM2 gangliosidosis humans is currently 

6.7 - 9.6 months24, 25. Therefore, most patients are in the symptomatic disease stage at the 
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time of diagnosis. Studies in SD mice demonstrated that enzyme restoration and clearance of 

storage material were independent of treatment age. However, clinical outcome declined 

with increasing treatment age, likely due to irreversible pathological changes, such as 

demyelination and neuronal apoptosis26. The current study tested post-symptomatic AAV 

gene therapy in the feline SD model, with a size, complexity, longevity, and enzyme 

biochemistry that more closely resemble humans. Results will be important to inform 

inclusion criteria for patients in future clinical trials.

Materials and Methods

AAV vector design and preparation

The feline hexosaminidase (Hex) α- and β- subunit cDNA sequences have GenBank 

accession numbers JF899596 and JF899597, respectively. AAV vectors were produced as 

previously described by triple transfection of 293T cells with vector plasmid (derived from 

the plasmid pAAV-CBA-MBG-W by replacing MBG with cDNA for feline HEXA or feline 

HEXB27), a mini adenovirus helper plasmid pFΔ6, and AAVrh8 helper plasmid pAR828. 

The ITRs in the vectors are derived from AAV2. Transgene expression is controlled by 

CBA, and vectors carry the woodchuck hepatitis virus post-transcriptional regulatory 

element (WPRE).

Surgeries and Treatment Groups

The feline SD breeding colony is maintained at Auburn University whose institutional 

animal care and use committee approved the research described herein. Affected SD cats 

were treated during the early symptomatic disease stage (1.6 – 1.8 months old; early 

postsymptomatic (EPS) group) defined by subtle tremors but no gait defects (score of 10 

with mild tremors according to the scale in Figure 1a), or the late symptomatic disease stage 

(2.1 – 2.7 months old; late postsymptomatic (LPS) group) defined by overt whole body 

tremors and ataxia, with or without instability (score of 6 or 7 according to the scale in 

Figure 1a). Animals were assigned to treatment cohorts randomly, with segregation to a 

cohort determined by birth order and sex. General anesthesia was induced with ketamine (10 

mg/kg) and dexmedetomidine (0.04 mg/kg) through an IV catheter and maintained using 

isofluorane (0.5-1.5 %) in oxygen delivered through an endotracheal tube. For intracranial 

injections, cats were positioned sternally using a Horsley-Clark stereotaxic apparatus (David 

Kopf Instruments, Tujunga, CA, USA). Cats received injections of AAV vectors bilaterally 

in the thalamus and deep cerebellar nuclei (DCN) as previously described21. Animals were 

given AAVrh8-fHEXA+AAVrh8-fHEXB in a 1:1 ratio in a total injected dose of 4.4 × 1012 

vector genomes (vg; equivalent to 2.0 × 1014 vg/kg brain weight or 6.3 × 1012 vg/kg body 

weight). AAV-treated SD cats (n = 7) were euthanized at humane endpoint (defined by a 

score of 3 on the clinical rating scale in Figure 1a). Controls included untreated SD cats (n = 

5 for lysosomal enzyme analysis, n = 4 for storage analysis, and n = 14 for clinical analysis), 

and age matched normal cats for the EPS and LPS cohorts (for each cohort, n = 5 for 

enzyme analysis, n = 4 for storage analysis, and n = 7 for clinical analysis). For AAV-treated 

cats, sample size was chosen based on the availability of animals and on previous studies in 

pre-symptomatic cats using the same AAV vectors, in which 3-4 animals per treatment 
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group were sufficient to generate statistically meaningful results. For controls, we used as 

many age-matched animals as were available.

Tissue Preparation

For biochemical analysis, brains were divided into coronal blocks of 0.6 cm from the frontal 

pole through the cerebellum and seven spinal cord blocks of 0.6 cm were taken from the 

cervical (3 blocks), thoracic (1 block), and lumbar (3 blocks) spinal cord. Coronal blocks 

from the right brain hemisphere and each spinal cord block were frozen in optimum cutting 

temperature (OCT) medium or directly in liquid nitrogen and used for the following 

analyses: lysosomal enzyme distribution by histochemical staining, lysosomal enzyme 

specific activity by 4-methylumbelliferone (4MU) enzyme assays (performed in duplicate 

for each block), AAV vector distribution by SYBR Green quantitative PCR (performed in 

triplicate for each block), and sialic acid storage by Periodic Acid Schiff staining. Coronal 

blocks from the left hemisphere were halved to 0.3 cm and stored at −80 °C, along with each 

spinal cord block, for analysis of lipid storage by resorcinol-based assay (performed in 

duplicate). Tissue was also taken from sciatic nerve, liver, skeletal muscle (quadriceps) and 

heart and stored at −80°C.

Determination of lysosomal enzyme activity and distribution

For brain and spinal cord tissue extraction, several frozen sections (50 μm) were cut from 

each coronal block. For sciatic nerve and other non-nervous peripheral tissue extraction, a 

sample was taken from tissue stored at −80 °C. Tissue was homogenized manually in 50 

mM citrate phosphate buffer, pH 4.4 (50 mM citric acid, 50 mM Na2HPO4, 10 mM NaCl) 

containing 0.1% TritonX and 0.05% bovine serum albumin (BSA), followed by 2 freeze-

thaw cycles and centrifugation at 15,700 g for 5 minutes at 4 °C. Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) 

samples were analyzed directly from −80 °C. The activity of Hex A, total Hex and α-

mannosidase were measured as previously described using synthetic 4MU fluorogenic 

substrates29. Specific activity was expressed as nmol 4MU/mg/hr after normalization to 

protein concentration by the Lowry method. Samples were analyzed in duplicate and the 

average value reported.

To qualitatively assess the distribution of Hex activity, frozen sections at 40 μM were thawed 

and then fixed, washed and stained with AS-BI-N-acetyl-B-D-glucosaminide (naphthol) as 

previously described30. Naphthol staining was performed once for each cat.

Periodic Acid Schiff (PAS) staining for ganglioside storage material

Storage material was assessed qualitatively with PAS staining, as previously described31, 

which detects the oligosaccharide side chain of ganglioside. PAS staining was performed 

once for each cat.

Lipid extraction and sialic acid quantification

Punch biopsies of 8 mm diameter were taken from representative areas of the brain and 

spinal cord and lyophilized overnight. Next day, 10-25 mg of dry weight sample was 

rehydrated in 0.5 ml water and lipid extraction and sialic acid quantification were performed 
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as previously described31. Samples were analyzed in duplicate and the average value 

reported.

Quantitative PCR for vector genomes

Vector copy number was quantified as previously described21, 31 by quantitative PCR using 

SYBR Green-based reactions (Applied Biosystems, Warrington, UK) with primers specific 

for WPRE in the vector (forward 5′-AGTTG TGGCCCGTTGTCA-3′; reverse 5′-
GAGGGGGAAAGCGAAAGT-3′). Concentration of genomic DNA samples was 20 ng for 

spinal cord, 50 ng for brain and 25 ng for peripheral tissues. Background amplification was 

determined on DNA from untreated normal and untreated SD cats. The assay limit of 

detection above background was 20 AAV copies per reaction. Samples were analyzed in 

triplicate and the average value reported.

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)

Data were acquired as previously described31.

Clinical rating scores and neurological exam performance

Cats were assigned a clinical rating score from the scale in Figure 1a using two separate, 

independent readouts: (1) neurological exams performed by a veterinarian at 2–4 week 

intervals and (2) video footage, which was retrospectively analyzed by a second, 

independent investigator. With the personnel available, it was not possible for evaluators to 

be blinded to treatment status, though their observations were performed independently. 

During neurological exams, deficits in performing common neurological tests were recorded 

by the veterinarian.

Statistical Analysis

Data is expressed as mean (± standard deviation) throughout the text and figures. Statistics 

were performed using SAS 9.2 software, and a P value ≤ 0.05 was considered significant for 

all tests. The Wilcoxon signed rank test was used for pairwise comparisons of lysosomal 

enzyme activity, AAV vector distribution, and sialic acid levels since a normal distribution 

could not be assumed with the animal numbers in each group. One-sided testing is reported 

throughout the text and figures to determine directional significance (i.e., significantly 

higher or lower values), which would often not be realized using two-sided testing due to 

low animal numbers when using a feline model. The logrank test was used for survival 

comparison between groups. Survival is our primary outcome measure, and standard 

deviation in survival for EPS and LPS cohorts (3.7 months versus 4.2 months) is similar. All 

data meet the assumptions of the tests used. No data was excluded from analysis and, as 

outliers are hard to determine with small sample sizes, no data points in the study were 

defined as outliers.

Code Availability

The SAS 9.2 software codes used to generate survival curves, logrank test survival statistics 

and Wilcoxon signed rank statistics can be provided upon request by contacting the 

corresponding author.
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Results

Treatment groups and clinical and survival outcome

Seven SD cats were treated after the average age of clinical disease onset with bilateral 

thalamus and DCN injections of monocistronic AAVrh8 vectors encoding feline Hex α- and 

Hex β-subunits (1:1 ratio). The total dose of 4.4 x 1012 vg equates to 2.0 × 1014 vg/kg brain 

weight or 6.3 × 1012 vg/kg body weight. Vectors were the same as those that proved 

successful in previous studies in pre-symptomatic SD cats21, 23. Treatment groups are 

detailed in Table 1. Stereotypical disease progression in untreated SD cats (n = 14) begins at 

1.3 ± 0.2 months old with fine tremors of the head and tail. Symptoms progress according to 

the clinical rating scale in Figure 1a until cats cannot stand, which defines the humane 

endpoint at 4.4 (± 0.6) months old. Four SD cats were treated at the stage of subtle tremors 

but no gait defects (early post-symptomatic (EPS) group), and 3 SD cats were treated at the 

stage of overt whole body tremors and ataxia, with or without occasional falling (late post-

symptomatic (LPS) group).

Disease progression was delayed for all cats in the EPS cohort, which demonstrated a 2.4 - 

4.3-fold survival increase over untreated SD cats (mean survival, 15.4 ± 3.7 months, P = 

0.0010, Figure 1b). Treated cats eventually lost the ability to stand due to hind limb 

weakness but debilitating whole body tremors characteristic of untreated SD cats did not 

develop (Figure 1c). In accordance with improved clinical performance, the EPS cohort also 

showed delayed acquisition of deficits on common neurological tests compared to untreated 

SD cats (Figure 2).

Survival of the LPS cohort was not significantly different versus untreated SD cats (6.6 ± 4.2 

months, P = 0.28, Figure 1b), and it was significantly lower than survival of the EPS cohort 

(P = 0.048). Two LPS cats (7-801 and 7-866) continued to develop clinical symptoms at the 

stereotypical age, including progressively worsening whole body tremors, and reached 

humane endpoint at 4.0 and 4.4 months old, respectively. Disease progression in cat 11-994 

stabilized approximately 1 month after surgery despite the continued presence of whole 

body tremors, and cat 11-994 lived to 11.5 months old: 2.6 times longer than untreated SD 

cats (Figure 1d). Therefore, mean survival was not significantly improved in LPS treated 

cats, but treatment can be beneficial in some individuals. Acquisition of neurological deficits 

on common tests was not delayed in the LPS cohort versus untreated SD cats although 

several deficits were already apparent at the time of treatment for cats 7-866 and 7-801 

(Figure 2).

On T2 weighted MRI, white matter is hypointense to gray matter in the cortex and 

cerebellum of normal cats (Figures 3a and b) but becomes hyperintense with disease 

progression in untreated SD cats (Figures 3c and d). AAV treated cat 11-994 at 11.5 months 

old showed some preservation of white matter intensity in the cortex (Figure 3e), but the 

white matter area of the DCN was hyperintense to the surrounding cerebellar gray matter 

(Figure 3f). Brain atrophy in cat 11-994 was comparable to the 4-month old untreated SD 

cat in terms of widening of cerebral sulci, ventricles and cerebellar fissures (Figures 3e and 

f). Cat 11-994 was treated in the LPS disease stage, and it is likely, but unverified, that 

demyelination and atrophy had begun at the time of treatment, which is supported clinically 
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by the fact that cat 11-994 had overt whole body tremors at the time of treatment, indicative 

of cerebellar disease. Also, we know from later studies using a 7T magnet that there is 

already pathology by two months in untreated SD cats (unpublished data). Cats in a 

concurrent study treated in the pre-symptomatic stage showed good preservation of brain 

architecture up to 24 months old23. MRI analysis was not performed on the other six treated 

cats.

Although disease progression in SD cats is defined by neurological deterioration, Hex 

deficiency also affects non-nervous peripheral tissues. In SD mice15 and pre-symptomatic 

SD cats23 treated with AAV gene therapy, improved neurologic outcome allowed the 

emergence of peripheral tissue disease that was subclinical in untreated SD animals. EPS 

and LPS AAV-treated SD cats in the present study also developed peripheral disease 

manifestations (Supplementary Table S1). However, peripheral disease did not limit survival 

of any subjects in this study as all cats reached neurologic humane endpoint (score of 3 in 

Figure 1a).

Therapeutic enzyme distribution

Postmortem histochemical staining showed Hex activity in all brain blocks of both cohorts, 

but distribution varied between animals, and activity was not uniformly distributed within 

blocks (Figures 4b and d). In both cohorts, the extent of Hex distribution correlated with 

survival. Staining was most intense at the thalamus and DCN injection sites in the EPS 

cohort (blocks D and G in Figure 4b). In the LPS cohort, staining was also intense at the 

thalamus injection site (block D in Figure 4d), but a focal area of high activity was not as 

apparent at the cerebellar injection site (block G in Figure 4d) in two of the three cats. In 

both cohorts, Hex activity in the cervical spinal cord (blocks I – K in Figures 4c and e) was 

restricted to the dorsal funiculus with minimal activity detected in gray matter. In the 

thoracolumbar spinal cord (blocks M – O in Figures 4c and e), staining was detected in the 

dorsal gray matter and also extended into the ventral gray matter.

Hex activity was measured quantitatively with the Hex α-subunit preferred substrate, 

MUGS. As we have shown previously21, 27, the AAVrh8 vectors used herein produce 

primarily HexB (ββ) and HexA (αβ) isozymes, with little or no HexS (αα). Thus, the 

MUGS substrate is an accurate measure of HexA in our system. Residual HexA activity 

against MUGS in untreated SD cats was ≤0.01 fold normal in the brain and ≤0.02 fold 

normal in the spinal cord. In both AAV-treated cohorts, mean HexA activity was 

significantly higher than untreated SD cats in all brain and spinal cord blocks (Table 2). 

Mean brain HexA activity ranged from 1.1 - 22-fold normal in the EPS cohort, with 4 brain 

regions significantly higher than normal (Table 2) and 1.4 - 9.9-fold normal in the LPS 

cohort, with 1 brain region significantly higher than normal (Table 2). Although it did not 

reach significance, HexA activity was lower in all cerebellar blocks (F – H) of the LPS 

cohort versus the EPS cohort. HexA activity in the spinal cord ranged from 0.83 - 4.7-fold 

normal for the EPS group and 0.34 - 2.8-fold normal for the LPS group. HexA activity was 

significantly lower in the LPS cohort versus the EPS cohort in spinal cord blocks M and O, 

although mean activity for these blocks was above normal for both cohorts. AAV vector was 

detected by quantitative PCR in all CNS blocks from AAV-treated SD cats indicating 
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widespread dissemination from injection sites (Supplementary Table S2). In accordance with 

the lower HexA activity, vector copy number was significantly lower in blocks M - O of the 

LPS group versus the EPS group.

During intraparenchymal injection, vector can leak into and be distributed by CSF and the 

vasculature15, 32, suggesting a mechanism for distribution to peripheral organs. In addition, 

Hex activity in CSF of the EPS and LPS cohorts was 2.3 and 2.7-fold normal, respectively, 

indicating that CSF transport may have contributed to enzyme dissemination (Table 2). 

HexA activity was also detected at near or above normal levels in sciatic nerve of both 

cohorts (Table 2). In other peripheral tissues, mean HexA activity was significantly higher 

than untreated in the heart of both cohorts and in the liver of the EPS, but not the LPS 

cohort. HexA activity was not significantly different from untreated in skeletal muscle. 

Vector copies were also detected in liver and heart tissue of both groups indicating that a 

portion of HexA activity was due to vector transduction (Table S2).

In some cases, vector copy number did not appear to correlate with HexA activity in 

peripheral tissues, partly due to the varying level of activity from one tissue type to another. 

Since HexA activity is expressed relative to normal levels (fold normal), the same amount of 

specific activity may appear higher or lower based on the endogenous activity of the control 

tissue. (Also, CBA promoter activity may vary across tissues, as may the capacity to process 

and glycosylate the Hex subunits.) Finally, some tissues (such as sciatic nerve) had low or 

undetectable levels of vector but relatively high HexA activity, which may be due to enzyme 

transport from distant transfected sites and/or cross-correction from adjacent tissues (Table 

2, Table S2).

Clearance of storage material

Total ganglioside sialic acid accumulates to several fold normal in the brain of SD cats17, 33. 

As glycosphingolipids with complex oligosaccharide side chains containing one or more 

sialic acid residues34, gangliosides can be detected colorimetrically by Periodic Acid Schiff 

(PAS) staining. To evaluate the clearance of stored ganglioside after treatment, PAS staining 

was performed throughout the CNS. Storage levels were normalized in areas corresponding 

to Hex restoration, but ganglioside accumulation was apparent in areas that lacked Hex 

activity (Figure 5a).

When quantitative sialic acid assays were performed on 15 samples throughout the CNS 

(Figure 5b), cats from the LPS cohort had significant storage reductions versus untreated 

cats in 5/9 cerebral samples, the middle and caudal cerebellum, and the lumbar spinal cord 

(Figure 5c). In the EPS cohort, significant storage reductions were found in all cerebellar 

samples and the lumbar spinal cord. Some samples from the EPS cerebrum had higher 

storage levels than the LPS cohort, even exceeding that of untreated SD cats in some cases. 

For example, storage in the temporal cortex of the EPS cohort was significantly higher than 

that of untreated SD cats (sample D3 in Figure 5c), probably due to the much longer life 

span of AAV-treated cats. Also, the temporal lobe is consistently the region treated least 

effectively by thalamic injections of AAV21, 31.
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Activity of a secondary lysosomal biomarker

In LSDs, activity of non-mutant lysosomal hydrolases is often elevated36. In untreated SD 

cats, mannosidase activity was significantly elevated up to 8.4-fold normal in the brain, 11-

fold normal in the spinal cord, and 4-fold normal in liver. In AAV-treated EPS and LPS SD 

cats, mannosidase activity was significantly reduced in most CNS blocks compared to 

untreated SD cats (Figure 6). However, mannosidase activity remained significantly higher 

than normal in most brain and spinal cord blocks, as well as in liver, indicating only partial 

normalization of this secondary lysosomal biomarker.

Discussion

The GM2 gangliosidoses, TSD and SD, are progressive, fatal, neurodegenerative lysosomal 

storage diseases with no effective treatment. To date AAV-mediated gene therapy has proven 

the most successful experimental treatment approach in SD murine15, 20, 26 and feline 

models21-23, 27 as well as in the closely related GM1 gangliosidosis feline model31. Delivery 

of therapeutic AAV-vectors to the cerebrum and DCN of pre-symptomatic gangliosidosis 

mice and cats resulted in widespread enzyme distribution in the CNS as well as 

dissemination to some peripheral tissues. Lifespan was near normalized in treated SD 

mice15 and increased by an average of 4.3 fold in treated SD cats versus untreated SD cats23.

These unprecedented survival gains occurred in animals that were treated before clinical 

disease onset, which does not accurately reflect the clinical status at diagnosis for most 

human patients who will be the eventual recipients of therapy. Prenatal screening for GM2 

gangliosidosis is only routinely performed in high risk populations, such as those with 

Jewish ancestry37, so most human patients are not diagnosed until after the appearance of 

clinical symptoms24, 38. Currently, average definitive diagnosis of infantile TSD and SD 

occurs at 13.1 and 14.7 months old, respectively, which is in the early symptomatic disease 

stage following average onset of symptoms at 5.2 and 4.4 months old, respectively. At the 

time of diagnosis, most patients have elevated noise sensitivity and may display other 

neurological signs, such as loss of sitting, hypotonia, loss of head movement, spasticity, and 

diminished eyesight24. Therefore, it is important to determine clinical benefit from AAV 

gene therapy in post-symptomatic animals.

Studies in SD mice, as well as other LSD animal models, determined that clinical benefit 

decreases with increasing treatment age26, 39-41, and that a therapeutic window exists beyond 

which vector administration provides no clinical benefit26. In this study we applied the 

thalamus and DCN treatment approach from pre-symptomatic23 to post-symptomatic SD 

cats. In a SD mouse study, AAV-vector was administered to the striatum and cerebellum at 

progressively older ages, but SD mice were not clinically symptomatic at any treatment time 

point. At the oldest time point tested (1 week before average symptom onset), no clinical 

benefit was achieved26. In contrast, in the present study, all SD cats were treated after the 

age of clinical disease onset, and clinical benefit was demonstrated in 5/7 cats. This 

highlights the importance of using large animal models that more closely resemble human 

disease to inform preclinical studies.
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All SD cats treated in the EPS stage demonstrated significant survival gains. Although 

average survival was lower than cats treated pre-symptomatically23 (mean survival, EPS 

group 15.4 months; pre-symptomatic group 19.1 months), 2 of 4 EPS treated cats survived 

longer than 5 of 9 pre-symptomatic treated cats, so there was survival overlap between 

groups. Unlike the post-symptomatic SD mouse study26, this study using the feline model 

was unable to identify a point beyond which treatment is ineffective as one cat in the LPS 

cohort (11-994) demonstrated survival benefit that overlapped with the EPS cohort. 

However, treatment did not result in survival benefit for the other 2 of 3 LPS cats even 

though cat 7-866 was only treated 0.3 months later than the longest living EPS cat (11-831) 

and 0.1 months before the longest living LPS cat. This demonstrates that there may be a 

narrow window of time during which pathological disease progresses beyond a critical point 

that is not amenable to therapy. Although feline SD progression is stereotypical, some 

variation is associated with the disease course as evidenced by the attainment of humane 

endpoint between 3.8 - 5.2 months old in untreated cats (Figure 1b). At the time of 

treatment, the disease progression of cat 11-994 (LPS cohort) was likely still within the 

critical threshold amenable to therapy. Although cats 7-866 and 11-994 in the LPS cohort 

were both treated whilst on a score of 7.5 according to the clinical rating scale in Figure 1a, 

the scale does not incorporate subtle deficits such as those in Figure 2. Cat 7-866 had subtle 

neurological exam deficits in addition to those of 11-994 at the time of treatment, indicating 

that disease progression may have been slightly more advanced. It will be important in 

future to investigate whether certain deficits mark a critical point in disease progression 

beyond which therapy may not be beneficial.

While disease is still amenable to therapy, clinical outcome likely depends on the ability of 

vector to produce and distribute sufficient therapeutic enzyme. Previous studies showed that 

enzyme and vector biodistribution were not affected by pathologic disease status at the time 

of treatment (although clinical outcome was), which suggests that preexisting storage 

material does not affect enzyme dissemination from affected neurons26, 40. In this study, 

enzyme activity was at least normal in all brain regions and in the lumbar spinal cord of both 

cohorts, which is an achievement in itself. While restoration of ~ normal levels of Hex 

activity may be interpreted to produce only moderate therapeutic benefit, it is important to 

consider how broadly Hex is distributed throughout each CNS block. Enzyme activity values 

represent a homogenate of the whole block depicted in Figure 4a. With naphthol staining, it 

is evident that activity is not evenly distributed within a block, with some regions having 

high activity and other regions having little to no activity. The uneven distribution of enzyme 

is likely the result of two factors: (1) dissemination of vector in a relatively limited zone 

around the injection site, and (2) axonal transport of the enzyme, which depends on the 

axonal connections between neurons at the injection site and other brain regions12 - 14. 

Enzyme distribution was variable between subjects in both the EPS and LPS cohorts. 

Variation in enzyme distribution within each cohort likely occurred due to slight differences 

in anatomy between cats as well as variation in the precise site of injection within the 

thalamus and DCN. For example, the thalamic injection site was in block D or E in Figure 

4a depending on the animal, and the DCN injection site was in block F, G or H in Figure 4a.

In most blocks of the CNS, mean Hex activity was higher in the EPS cohort than in the LPS 

cohort, which may be related to survival differences. However, enzyme distribution and 
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vector copy number were only significantly lower in the LPS versus EPS cohort in the 

thoracolumbar spinal cord. Although they did not reach significance, enzyme activity and 

vector copy number were also lower in all cerebellar samples from the LPS cohort versus the 

EPS cohort. A possible reason for the lower Hex activity in the LPS cohort is that cells may 

already have been dying in those regions or perhaps were unhealthy and more susceptible to 

the possible toxic effects of Hex overexpression42.

As the longest surviving cats in each cohort in the present study demonstrated the most 

widespread enzyme distribution with naphthol staining, it is important to investigate ways to 

further enhance enzyme distribution, such as adding additional intraparenchymal injection 

sites or testing novel AAV capsids. We have already tested adding an AAV injection into the 

CSF compartment in addition to bilaterial thalamic and DCN injections, but treated cats did 

not show improved enzyme distribution or survival versus cats treated with bilaterial 

thalamic and DCN injection alone (unpublished data). However, it is also true that AAV 

efficacy after thalamus and lateral ventricular injection is equivalent to that of thalamus and 

DCN injection in presymptomatic SD cats22. Injection of AAV into the lateral ventricle 

treats the cerebellum efficiently enough and avoids the high risk of hemorrhage associated 

with direct injection of the DCN.

Clearance of pathologic storage material was shown to be reversible in mice and not 

dependent on treatment age26, 40, 43. In this study, areas positive for Hex activity with 

naphthol staining also showed clearance of ganglioside storage upon PAS staining. However, 

Hex deficient areas showed dark, dense accumulations of storage material. Therefore, 

remaining storage was probably related to insufficient Hex activity in those areas. 

Quantitative measurement of sialic acid revealed substantial storage material remaining in 

most samples from both cohorts except for the middle cerebellum and lumbar spinal cord for 

which both groups showed significantly normalized storage. The storage burden correlated 

with the incomplete reduction of lysosomal mannosidase levels.

Cat 11-831 in the EPS group and cat 11-994 in the LPS group experienced seizure activity, 

well controlled by medication, with onset at 7.8 and 8.4 months old, respectively. Seizures 

are a feature of late stage feline SD35, but no untreated SD cats in the present study had 

seizures as they occur beyond the humane endpoint presently in use. As previously reported 

in AAV-treated cats with the related disorder, GM1 gangliodidosis31, seizure activity may be 

related to lack of disease correction in the temporal lobe, which was deficient in enzyme 

activity in cats 11-831 and 11-994 (Figures 4b and d) and contained significant storage 

material.

In pre-symptomatic AAV-treated SD cats in a concurrent study, partial correction of CNS 

disease allowed longer lifespan with emergence of previously subclinical peripheral 

disease23. In the present study, cats in the EPS cohort also suffered peripheral disease 

manifestations due to their longer survival, despite significant Hex correction in liver and 

low but significant Hex correction in heart. Though it remains largely subclinical in 

untreated SD cats, peripheral disease is well-established and involves the liver44, heart and 

valves, bone, cornea and other organs45. It is unlikely that peripheral disease is caused by the 

vector itself. For example, the same vectors were used to treat 4 SD heterozygote cats27 and 
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6 normal cats (unpublished data), which showed no evidence of peripheral organ toxicity. 

Seven of the 10 treated cats were followed for ≥18 months.

Therefore, whilst some enzyme/vector is transported to the periphery, future studies must 

more effectively address treatment of peripheral organs. AAV delivered through IV 

injections is one potential way to more effectively correct peripheral tissues in large animal 

models46, 47 and is currently being tested in clinical trials for MPS IIIa and IIIb 

(ClinicalTrials.gov identifier NCT02716246 and NCT03315182, respectively). Following 

peripheral gene therapy in Pompe disease mice, muscle was refractory to vector transduction 

in old mice compared to young mice, but liver and heart were not48. In the current study, 

mean peripheral tissue HexA activity was lower in treated LPS cats versus EPS cats, but 

values did not reach significance.

In LSD mouse models, clinical disease is stabilized, but not improved, following AAV-

treatment in post-symptomatic animals. Lack of improvement is due to progressive 

development of pathologic changes, such as myelin abnormalities, persistence of 

ubiquitinated inclusions, neuronal loss and neuroinflammation26, 39, 40. In previous studies, 

we demonstrated pronounced microgliosis in untreated SD cats that was abrogated almost 

entirely for at least 4 months after AAVrh8 treatment. Similar reductions in microgliosis 

were reported in SD mice treated by intracranial injection of AAV1 vectors expressing Hex, 

whether mice were injected at early or late disease stages26. Ectopic dendrite formation also 

occurs in feline gangliosidosis models51, and was refractory to therapy in an induced α-

mannosidosis feline model52. Therefore, improving enzyme distribution and clearance of 

storage material in the CNS and periphery is important to achieve further survival gains in 

EPS SD cats, but development of irreversible pathologic changes may still limit the degree 

of functional rescue.

In cats with naturally occurring α-mannosidosis (not the induced model described above), 

AAV1 gene therapy in post-symptomatic cats resulted in reversal of clinical disease and 

improvements in myelination53. Like results in SD mice, clinical disease stabilized in post-

symptomatic AAV-treated SD cats in the present study, but did not improve, so the capacity 

for clinical improvement may be disease specific rather than species specific. However, 

other factors like AAV serotype and injection route may also play a role in the different 

capacities for improvement reported in different studies. At humane endpoint, myelination in 

cat 11-994 was better in the cortex compared to untreated cats. However, with no control 

MRI images available at the 2-month time point post-treatment, it cannot be determined if 

myelin abnormalities were reversed or if demyelination/dysmyelination was stabilized. As 

cat 11-994 did not show reversal of clinical symptoms following treatment, it is unlikely that 

myelination abnormalities were reversed.

This study in post-symptomatic SD cats demonstrates that AAV-gene therapy is therapeutic 

when administered during the EPS disease stage. Therapy may also provide disease 

stabilization when administered in the LPS stage, though it is less likely. These results are 

highly encouraging for the prospects of treating human patients, who are usually diagnosed 

during the early symptomatic disease stage24. If gene therapy, or any other treatment 

approach, is efficacious in patients, then addition of Sandhoff disease to the Lysosomal 
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Storage Disorders Newborn Screening Panel or rapid diagnosis following symptom onset 

would be needed if patients are to be treated during the most beneficial early symptomatic 

stage. Also encouraging is the prospect of treatment for juvenile and adult onset disease 

forms. Though diagnosis of patients with attenuated disease forms often takes longer than 

infantile patients, disease progression is slower, so there is a larger window of opportunity to 

treat late onset patients during the early symptomatic stage.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. 
Survival and clinical progression of post-symptomatic AAV-treated SD cats and untreated 

SD cats. (a) Age of symptom onset is shown for untreated SD cats (mean ± s.d, n = 14). The 

scale is based on gait defects, which ultimately define humane endpoint, with initial deficits 

at 2.1 months old. However, disease onset begins at 1.3 months old with subtle tremors of 

the head/tail that progress to overt whole-body tremors at 2.4 months old. Neurologic 

humane endpoint is reached at a score of 3. (b) Kaplan-Meier survival curves for untreated 

SD cats (solid black line, n = 14) and SD cats treated post-symptomatically. Survival of the 

EPS cohort is significantly increased compared to untreated (P = 0.0010, dashed black line, 

n = 4) and compared to the LPS cohort (P = 0.048). Survival of the LPS cohort is not 

significantly increased compared to untreated (P < 0.28, solid grey line, n = 3). Normal 

controls (not shown) remained alive and healthy throughout the study. (c, d) Composite 

clinical scores are shown for untreated SD cats (n = 14) while EPS (c) and LPS (d) treated 

cats are depicted separately. Open symbols denote the presence of subtle tremors, and 

checkered symbols denote the presence of overt whole body tremors, which were absent in 

all EPS treated cats, but present in all LPS treated cats. Scores were assigned using two 

separate, independent readouts, as described in materials and methods. Normal controls (not 

shown) scored a 10 on the clinical rating scale and had no tremors for the duration of the 

study.
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Figure 2. 
Neurological exam performance of post-symptomatic AAV-treated SD cats versus untreated 

SD cats. Cats were given a neurological examination twice monthly and deficits were 

recorded. * Onset of deficit was significantly delayed compared to untreated SD cats (P ≤ 

0.011); ▼, onset of deficit was significantly earlier compared to the EPS cohort (P ≤ 0.026). 

In the LPS cohort, pelvic hopping deficits and pelvic wheelbarrowing deficits were already 

apparent at the time of treatment for cat 7-866 and all deficits except thoracic 

wheelbarrowing were apparent at the time of treatment for cat 7-801. The first deficit to 

appear in untreated SD cats is pelvic hopping at 2.2 ± 0.7 months, and the last deficit to 

appear is thoracic wheelbarrowing at 3.0 ± 0.7 months. Abbreviations: P = pelvic limb; T = 

thoracic limb; EPT = extensor postural thrust; LPS = late post-symptomatic; EPS = early 

post-symptomatic. Data is expressed as mean ± s.d. No deficits were recorded in normal 

control cats.
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Figure 3. 
MRI evaluation of late post-symptomatic AAV-treated SD cats and untreated controls. T2-

weighted MR images (3 Tesla) were taken at the level of the caudate nucleus (a, c and e) 

and DCN (b, d and f). Cortical white matter is hypointense to (darker than) gray matter in 

normal cats but hyperintense to (lighter than) gray matter in untreated SD cats. Also, the 

DCN area is hypointense to surrounding gray matter in normal cats (outlined black 

arrowhead in panel b) but becomes hyperintense with disease progression in untreated SD 

cats. In LPS cat 11-994 at humane endpoint, hypointensity of cortical white to gray matter is 

improved compared to untreated but is not normal. However, the DCN area has turned 

hyperintense to gray matter, similar to untreated SD cats. At the time of imaging cat 11-994 

was on a clinical rating score of 3 (Figure 1a). There were no appreciable differences 

between a normal cat brain at 6 months old and at older ages. Brain atrophy, indicated by the 

amount of CSF (bright white area), in cat 11-994 was comparable to the untreated SD cat.
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Figure 4. 
Therapeutic enzyme distribution in the CNS of post-symptomatic AAV-treated SD cats. 

Tissues from post-symptomatic AAV-treated SD cats were collected at humane endpoint. (a) 

Shown are injection sites (white circles) and 0.6 cm coronal blocks of the brain (A-H) and 

spinal cord (I-O) as depicted in a previous study21. Brain blocks were halved, and the right 

half was assayed for enzyme activity. Lysosomal Hex activity (red) was visualized 

throughout the brain (b) and spinal cord (c) of early post-symptomatic AAV-treated SD cat 

11-831 (SD + AAV) at 18.9 months old. Similarly, Hex activity was visualized throughout 

the brain (d) and spinal cord (e) of late post-symptomatic AAV-treated SD cat 11-994 (SD + 

AAV) at 11.5 months old. Representative control sections are shown from untreated normal 

cats along with untreated SD cats, which express ≤0.02 fold normal HexA activity in the 

brain and spinal cord. Corresponding HexA activity against MUGS substrate is shown below 

each block as fold normal level (fold N). Each block from treated and untreated SD cats is 

normalized to the corresponding block from age-matched normal controls (the mean value 

from 5 normal cats). HexA specific activity in normal control cats ranged from 28.1 ± 7.5 to 

57.4 ± 5.7 nmol 4MU/mg protein/hr in the brain and from 6.7 ± 0.8 to 17.5 ± 3.2 nmol 

4MU/mg/hr in the spinal cord.
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Figure 5. 
Storage in the CNS of post-symptomatic AAV-treated SD cats. (a) Storage in untreated SD 

cats is visualized by dark PAS staining in gray matter. In treated brains, ganglioside storage 

was present in Hex deficient areas (see corresponding naphthol staining for the same cat, 

11-831, in Figures 4b and c), such as the temporal lobe (blocks d and e) and cervical spinal 

cord (block k). (b) Sample sites for sialic acid quantitation (circles) in brain (A-H) and 

spinal cord (K and O; half of each block was used). (c) Sialic acid levels were measured in 

untreated SD cats (n = 4) and in the EPS (n = 4) and LPS (n = 3) cohorts for comparison to 

normal cats (n = 4 for each cohort). **, all samples from untreated cats were significantly 

higher than normal (P = 0.015 for each block) in the cerebrum (2.6 – 4.9 fold normal), 

brainstem and cerebellum (2.0 - 3.8 fold normal) and spinal cord (3.2 - 3.8 fold normal); *, 

samples from treated cats that were not significantly higher than normal. Samples without 

this symbol were significantly higher than normal (P ≤ 0.030 for each block); ▼, samples 

from treated cats that were significantly lower than untreated (P ≤ 0.030); ▲, sample from 

treated cats that was significantly higher than untreated (P = 0.015); ●, sample that was 

significantly lower in the LPS cohort versus the EPS cohort (P = 0.037). Abbreviations: EPS 

= early post-symptomatic; LPS = late post-symptomatic; tx = treatment. Data is expressed as 

mean ± s.d. Samples were analyzed in duplicate and the average value is reported.
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Figure 6. 
Normalization of lysosomal mannosidase activity in the CNS and liver of post-symptomatic 

AAV-treated SD cats. Cats from the EPS (n = 4, black bars) and LPS (n = 3, striped bars) 

cohorts were euthanized at humane endpoint and lysosomal mannosidase activity was 

compared to untreated SD cats (n = 5, gray bars) and normal cats (n = 5) in the brain (A-H), 

spinal cord (I-O), and liver (Liv). CNS sample lettering corresponds to Figure 4a. *, all 

samples from untreated SD cats were significantly higher than normal (A-H, I-O, and liver, 
P = 0.0061 for each block); **, samples B-F, H, I-O, and liver from the LPS cohort 

remained significantly higher than normal (P ≤ 0.037 for each block); ***, all CNS samples 

from the EPS cohort remained significantly higher than normal (P ≤ 0.019 for each block), 

but liver was not significantly higher than normal; ▼, samples from AAV-treated SD cats 

that were significantly lower than untreated (P ≤ 0.037); ●, samples that were significantly 

higher in the LPS cohort versus the EPS cohort (P ≤ 0.040). Data is expressed as mean ± s.d. 

Samples were analyzed in duplicate and the average value is reported.
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Table 1.

Treatment groups for post-symptomatic AAV-treated SD cats

Treatment
group Cat Gender Tx age

(mo.)
CRS score

at tx
A

Age at
endpoint

(mo.)

Survival (mo.)
(mean, s.d.)

Late post-symptomatic

11-994 F 2.2 7.5** 11.5

6.6 (4.2)7-866 M 2.1 7.5** 4.4

7-801 F 2.7 6.5** 4.0

Early post-symptomatic

7-877 F 1.6 10* 10.6

15.4 (3.7)
11-869 F 1.6 10* 14.3

11-868 M 1.6 10* 17.7

11-831 M 1.8 10* 18.9

A
CRS score relates to Figure 1a.

*
Mild tremors.

**
Overt whole body tremors.

Abbreviations: CRS = clinical rating score; tx = treatment; mo = months
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Table 2.

Hex activity in the nervous system, CSF, liver, skeletal muscle, and heart of AAV-treated and untreated SD cats

Region Block

Fold normal Hex
A

 (mean, s.d.)

Treatment group

EPS
B

LPS
C

SD no tx
D

CNS and PNS

Cerebrum

A 2.8 (2.5) 1.7 (2.0) 0.00 (0.0)

B 1.1 (0.48) 1.6 (2.1) 0.00 (0.0)

C 2.0 (2.2) 1.5 (2.1) 0.00 (0.0)

D 6.5 (4.0)* 2.9 (3.7) 0.00 (0.0)

E 2.8 (2.4)* 9.9 (5.4)* 0.00 (0.0)

Cerebellum

F 9.0 (8.4)* 1.4 (1.1) 0.00 (0.0)

G 22 (15) 1.4 (1.4) 0.00 (0.01)

H 12 (9.4)* 3.6 (3.8) 0.00 (0.0)

Spinal cord

I 0.83 (0.38) 0.34 (0.12)* 0.00 (0.0)

J 0.92 (0.28) 0.54 (0.10)* 0.00 (0.0)

K 1.2 (0.33) 0.68 (0.27) 0.00 (0.01)

L 1.8 (0.55) 0.89 (0.25) 0.02 (0.03)

M 2.6 (0.73)* 1.4 (0.31)
▼ 0.02 (0.04)

N 4.7 (2.5)* 1.8 (1.0)* 0.01 (0.02)

O 3.9 (0.36)* 2.8 (0.99)*▼ 0.01 (0.01)

CSF - 2.3 (1.3) 2.7 (2.0) 0.03 (0.04)

Sciatic nerve - 2.2 (1.3) 0.76 (0.40) 0.02 (0.01)

Periphery

Liver - 0.45 (0.56) 0.13 (0.02) 0.02 (0.00)

Skeletal muscle - 0.09 (0.12) 0.02 (0.02) 0.02 (0.00)

Heart - 0.05 (0.04) 0.04 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00)

A
HexA values are shown with the exception of CSF for which only total Hex was measured due to limited sample volume. HexA specific activity 

in normal control cats ranged from 28.1 ± 7.5 to 57.4 ± 5.7 nmol 4MU/mg protein/hr in the brain and from 6.7 ± 0.8 to 17.5 ± 3.2 nmol 4MU/mg/hr 
in the spinal cord.

B
n = 4, HexA activity was significantly higher than untreated SD cats (n = 5) in A-H (P ≤ 0.017 for each block), I-O (P ≤ 0.018 for each block), 

CSF (P = 0.01), sciatic nerve (P = 0.0097), liver (P = 0.033), and heart (P = 0.0090).

C
n = 3, HexA activity was significantly higher than untreated SD cats (n = 5) in A-H (P ≤ 0.026 for each block), I-O (P ≤ 0.033 for each block), 

CSF (P = 0.041, n = 2, no sample available for 11-994), sciatic nerve (P = 0.018), and heart (P = 0.016).

D
HexA activity was significantly lower in untreated SD cats (n = 5) versus normal cats (n = 5) in A-O (P ≤ 0.0097 for each block), sciatic nerve (P 

= 0.0060), liver (P = 0.0061), skeletal muscle (P = 0.0060), and heart (P = 0.0056).

*
HexA specific activity was significantly higher/lower than normal cats (n = 5) (P ≤ 0.037)

▼,
HexA specific activity was significantly lower versus the EPS cohort (P = 0.026).
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Abbreviations: no tx = no treatment; CSF = cerebrospinal fluid; CNS = central nervous system; PNS = peripheral nervous system; EPS = early 
posy-symptomatic; LPS = late post-symptomatic. Samples were analyzed in duplicate and the average value is reported.
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